
NOBLES Paul Agostino and Roger
Metcalfe received an invitation to attend a
Sink the Float Party at Palmers Cove Yacht

Club in Salem MA. on Saturday September 8, 2012.
Our hosts for the day were Susan and Greg
Taylor.

We were met by a very happy group of marina
members ready to give to the Shrine aluminum
pull-tabs they have collected all year.

We were to officiate two teams, team #1 Fred’s
Way, and team #2 Beth Bryce to see how many
pounds of tabs they had collected. As it went back
and forth with each team would trying to out do the
other with the bags being brought out for the offi-
cial weigh in. There were many team members

applauding for their team.
First is was three pounders, then six, then ten

and so on, for a total of 296 pounds.
Noble Roger Metcalfe thanked the group and

explained that a group of Shiners would check the
tabs to make sure no steel was mixed in and we
would sell them to a recycler and use the money to
support the Aleppo Shiners Children’s
Transportation Fund.

We would like to thank all of the generous mem-
bers of the Palmers Cove Yacht Club, and our hosts
Susan and Greg for their time and efforts to sup-
port the Transportation Fund. Thank you so much.
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By ROGER METCALFE
PAUL AGOSTINO

GROWING Minds Preschool located in North Billerica, introduced
“The Pull Tab Collection Program” with their students just last year.
The teachers Ms. Caroline and Ms. Francine spoke to the children

how they can participate and help make children feel better by collecting
them. They explained to the children how to help other children feel better
when they are sick by collecting the pull tabs. 

The children ages three to five, decorated a special container with stick-
ers to take home for them to put the pull tabs in. When the container was
full, they would bring it back to school and dump them in the big bucket. “I
wanted to introduce this program to the children and show them that even
at a young age they can still help others who need help. Explained Ms.
Caroline, it makes them feel good about themselves that they can make a
difference.”  

On October 26th, Growing Minds Preschool had the privilege of having
Paul Agostino and Roger Metcalfe visit the school to talk about the Pul–
Tab Program and what a good job the children are doing by collecting the
pull tabs. They were very patient with the children and had them also par-
ticipate in checking our bucket
for any metal pull tabs. He used
a pen that pulled out into an
antenna with a magnet tip on
it. The children swirled into our
collection and the magnet
pulled out the metal pull tabs. 

In the end we were all happy
to receive our very own Aleppo
hats! Everyone at Growing
Minds Preschool thank Mr.
Metcalfe and Mr. Agostino for
visiting us.

FOR the fourth year in a row, Katelyn
Burke of Chelmsford, MA, stopped
by the Aleppo Shrine Center to drop

off some pull-tabs. She has brought in
eight, fourteen and twenty-five pounds over
the past three years, each year saying she
is going to bring even more the next year,
and that she did this year with thirty-five
pounds! Thank you Katelyn and we look
forward to seeing you again next year and
how many pounds of tabs you collect.

Four Years Later and
More Pull-Tabs!

Growing Minds Collects Pull-Tabs


